
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Purchase channels of mother and baby products
•• Brand image (consumption for children aged 0-3)
•• Influential factors (consumption for children aged 4-12)
•• The choices for parent-child leisure activities
•• Expectations for children’s futures

The parenting ideas and methods of young parents in lower tier cities are
significantly different from their own parents’ generation. Parents born in the
1980s and 1990s are more engaged in their children’s education besides school
education. Compared with how older generations learnt, they rely more on
“words of wisdom” from mother and baby communities. Instead of making
decisions for their children, they place more value in their children's opinions
and independence when making consumption and purchase decisions. What
mother and baby brands can do is to provide more practical guidance for
parents in lower tier cities. Fewer sales tricks and sincerer communication are
desired.
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“The parenting concepts of
young parents, mainly those
born in the 1980s and 1990s, in
lower tier cities have changed
significantly. They have
realized that family exerts a
great impact on children’s
growth. Many parents have
chosen mother and baby
communities as ‘parenting
assistants’, where they can get
‘words of wisdom’ to raise
their children more
scientifically. ”
– Yuxi Shao, Research Analyst
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• Purchase channels of mother and baby products: offline still
dominates and parents are unwilling to take risks
Figure 4: Purchase channels of mother and baby products, by
city tier, April 2020

• Brand image (consumption for children aged 0-3):
advantage of the “parenting assistant” image
Figure 5: Information channels of mother and baby products,
by city tier, April 2020

• Influential factors (consumption for children aged 4-12):
children’s opinions are increasingly valued
Figure 6: Source of inspiration of childrenswear, by city tier,
January 2020

• The choices for parent-child leisure activities: extension of
“learning occasions” and growth records
Figure 7: Family leisure activities, by city tier, September 2019

• Expectations for children’s futures: “independent thinking”
distinguished from “economic independence”
Figure 8: Expectations for children, by city tier, September
2019

• What we think

• Population and consumption power in lower tier cities
• Spending by tier three and lower cities increases and makes

up a larger share
Figure 9: City populations and sales, by city tier, end of 2018

• Per capita disposable income and spending power grows
Figure 10: Per capita salary vs per capita retail sales, by city
tier, 2018

• Spending confidence since the COVID-19 outbreak
Figure 11: GDP sector compositions, by city tier, 2018
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Figure 12: Changes in financial status, percentage of
respondents claiming they are ‘better off’, by city tier, April-
October 2020
Figure 13: Confidence in improving future finances, very
confident - somewhat confident, by city tier, April-October
2020

• Demographic profile/analysis
• Gaps between city tiers narrowing in education

Figure 14: Educational level of surveyed respondents,
2017-2020
Figure 15: Car ownership and gym membership, by city tier,
2017-June 2020

• Two-child policy will release potential in the mother and
baby market in lower tier cities
Figure 16: Plan to have another child, by selected
demographics, July 2020

• What difference does quantitative data suggest?
• Offline stores and big e-commerce retailers are the top

choices of parents with children aged 0-3
Figure 17: Purchase channels of mother and baby products,
by city tier, April 2020

• Parents are less willing to try mother and baby products
than in other categories
Figure 18: Categories bought on social commerce platforms,
by city tier, April 2020

• Why the difference as suggested by qualitative research?
• Shopping experiences where consumers can see and touch

build trust
Figure 19: The interview excerpts relevant to children’s
products shopping experience

• The offline channels are full of choices
Figure 20: The relevant interview excerpts on offline channel
advantages

• Various brand membership activities in Liuzhou commercial
centre
Figure 21: Brands’ membership services

• What does it mean for brands?
• Enhance the trust attribute of brands and channels
• Case study: parent-child holiday products from brand

hotels

PURCHASE CHANNELS OF MOTHER AND BABY PRODUCTS:
OFFLINE STILL DOMINATES AND PARENTS ARE UNWILLING TO
TAKE RISKS
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Figure 22: Atlantis Miniversity, 2020
• Case study: Babemax becomes a strategic shareholder of

vertical mother and baby MCN platform
Figure 23: Babymax Omnichannel Marketing, 2020

• What difference does quantitative data suggest?
• Experienced coaching of mother and baby communities is

most popular
Figure 24: Information channels of mother and baby
products, by city tier, April 2020

• Provide more qualified services instead of being sales-
oriented
Figure 25: Attitudes toward mother and baby products
shopping, by city tier, April 2020

• Why the difference as suggested by qualitative research?
• "Hands-on" experience guidance is more helpful

Figure 26: Interview excerpts relevant to parenting
information channel

• The brand value of “clean” is an important add-on
Figure 27: Interview excerpts relevant to outlook of value of
children’s brands

• What does it mean for brands?
• Create the clean image of “parenting assistant”
• Case study: Baby Tree Institute provides expertise for

segmented occasions
Figure 28: Baby Tree Institute, 2020

• Case study: Pampers leverages Newborn Diaries to create
an image of “Refreshing Assistant”
Figure 29: Newborn Diaries sponsored by Pampers, 2019

• What difference does quantitative data suggest?
• Understanding others’ opinions and fashion trends from

multiple channels
Figure 30: Source of inspiration of childrenswear, by city tier,
January 2020

• Children in lower tier cities are more likely to have a say
when shopping
Figure 31: Influencing factors on childrenswear consumption,
by city tier, January 2020

• Why the difference as suggested by qualitative research?

BRAND IMAGE (CONSUMPTION FOR CHILDREN AGED 0-3):
ADVANTAGE OF THE “PARENTING ASSISTANT” IMAGE

INFLUENTIAL FACTORS (CONSUMPTION FOR CHILDREN AGED
4-12): CHILDREN’S OPINIONS ARE INCREASINGLY VALUED
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• Respect children’s opinions in consumption and purchasing
decisions
Figure 32: Interview excerpts relevant to children’s opinions
dominating consumption

• Children’s opinions are influenced by each other
Figure 33: Interview excerpts relevant to children’s opinions
being influenced by their peers

• What does it mean for brands?
• Create popular trends among children
• Case study: NIKE AR experience full of interesting themes

Figure 34: NIKE Air Max AR experience, 2020
• Case study: surprising Message in a Coco-Cola bottle

Figure 35: Message in a Coco-Cola Bottle, 2019

• What difference does quantitative data suggest?
• Families in lower tier cities are more engaged in art and

cultural activities
Figure 36: Family leisure activities, by city tier, September
2019

• Parent-child leisure activities need to combine both interest
and learning
Figure 37: Attitudes toward parent-child leisure time, by city
tier, September 2020

• Why the difference as suggested by qualitative research?
• Search and create learning occasions purposefully

Figure 38: Interview excerpts relevant to leisure activities as
learning occasion

• More comprehensive designed parent-child app is
expected
Figure 39: Interview excerpts relevant to children’s content
sharing and records

• Mother and baby facilities and parent-child services in
Liuzhou commercial centre
Figure 40: Parent-child services in Liuzhou commercial centre

• What does it mean for brands?
• Extend learning into vivid and interesting real occasions
• Case study: Yili QQ Star cooperates with National Museum

of China to launch AR package milk
Figure 41: Yili QQ Star milk limited-edition package for
Wonderful Night at National Museum, 2019

THE CHOICES FOR PARENT-CHILD LEISURE ACTIVITIES:
EXTENSION OF “LEARNING OCCASIONS” AND GROWTH
RECORDS
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• Case study: Canon collaborates with TAL Education Group
to cater to the printing need in homeschooling occasion
Figure 42: Canon and Family Alliance, 2020

• What difference does quantitative data suggest?
• Focus on cultivating children’s EQ and habits

Figure 43: Expectations for children, by city tier, September
2019

• Desire for help from technology boosts parenting methods
Figure 44: Attitudes toward parent-child leisure time, by city
tier, September 2020

• Why the difference as suggested by qualitative research?
• Independence is more about “solving problems

independently” and “making choices on one’s own”
Figure 45: Interview excerpts relevant to cultivating children’s
independence

• Focus on cultivating children’s EQ and other soft indicators
Figure 46: Interview excerpts relevant to cultivating children’s
EQ

• “Scientific parenting” mother and baby activities are
featured in lower tier cities
Figure 47: Publicity related to scientific parenting

• What does it mean for brands?
• “Independent thinking” distinguished from “economic

independence”
• Case study: Balabala I Am Wild autumn and winter fashion

show
Figure 48: Balabala I Am Wild autumn and winter fashion
show, 2020

• Case study: Anta Kids Sports Games
Figure 49: Anta Kids Sports Games, 2019

• Abbreviations

EXPECTATIONS FOR CHILDREN’S FUTURES: “INDEPENDENT
THINKING” DISTINGUISHED FROM “ECONOMIC
INDEPENDENCE”

APPENDIX –ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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